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We show that the countable dimensional analogues of the finite classical groups 
have the strong small index property. That is, if G is one of these groups and V is 
its natural module, and if H is a subgroup of G of index less than 2” then there 
exists a finite dimensional subspace X of V such that H is sandwiched between the 
pointwise and setwise stabilisers in G of X. 0 1991 Academic Press, IX 
INTRODUCTION 
The objects of study in this paper are vector spaces of countably infinite 
dimension over a finite field, which are equipped with a symplectic, 
hermitian, or orthogonal form (cZu~~ical spaces), and their automorphism 
groups (classical groups). These are described in more detail in the next 
section. Any such group has cardinality 2” and our main purpose will be 
to describe completely (Theorem 3.1) their subgroups of index less than 2”. 
From a group-theoretic viewpoint, this tells us the permutation representa- 
tions of degree less than 2” of the classical groups, and so the result is 
analogous to (for example) results in [7] on finite classical groups. We 
also obtain some information on the normal subgroups of these groups 
(Corollary 2.2) which appears to be new. 
The classical spaces are natural examples of o-categorical structures. 
Indeed, together with disintegrated sets and vector spaces over finite fields 
they are the fundamental components in the class of w-categorial structures 
smoothly approximated by finite substructures tudied in [S]. 
A countable o-categorical structure A is said to have the small index 
property if, whenever H is a subgroup of index less than 2” in the 
automorphism group of A, then there exists a finite subset X of the domain 
of A such that H contains all automorphisms of A which fix each element 
of X. (Discussion of the relevance of this property to the study of 
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w-categorical structures can be found in, for example, [.5], [6], or [S].) 
Thus, Corollary 2.3 states precisely that the classical spaces have the small 
index property. In fact one can deduce very easily from this (together with 
previous results in [3,4]) that the classical structures defined in [&] all 
have the small index property. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.6 that 
the structures CT(i) described in Section 2 of Cg] also have the small 
index property. 
In Section 1, we describe the classical spaces and groups, and prove a 
generational result (Theorem 1.5). Section 2 contains the proof of the small 
index property for the classical groups (Corollary 2.3), and is along the 
lines of the argument in [4]. The final section is a refinement of the small 
index property (Theorem 3.1), and the additional model-theoretic interest 
of this result is explained briefly at the beginning of that section. 
1. THE GROUPS 
Let V be a vector space of dimension o over a field ff. We denote by 
GL(V) (or GL(w, F)) the group of all invertible linear transformations 
from V to itself. We shall be concerned with the following structures (cZassi- 
cal spaces) on V, and their automorphism groups (classical groups): 
1. Syrnplectic spaces and groups. Let 5 be any field, and 
( , ) : Vx V -+ F a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form with 
(v, V) = 0 for all u E V. The symplectic group G consists of the elements of 
GL(V) which preserve ( , ). 
II. Unitary spaces and groups. Let ff be a finite field of order q2 
(where q is a power of a prime) and let -: iF --f F be the field automorphism 
of order 2 (that is, a=a” for all aE(F). Let (,):VxV-+ff be anon- 
degenerate hermitian form on V. The unitary group G consists of those 
elements of GL( V) which preserve this form. 
III. Orthogonal spaces and groups. Let F be a finite field. 
Case III,. Suppose the characteristic of ff is not 2. Let 
( , ) : Vx Y-+ ff be a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on V. The 
orthogonal group G consists of the elements of GL( V) which preserve this 
form. 
Case II12. Suppose the characteristic of 5 is 2. Let f , ) : V x V -+ iF 
be a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on V, and let Q: V -+ F be a 
quadratic form such that Q(x + y) = Q(x) + Q(y) + (x, y) for all x, y E I’. 
The orthogonal group G consists of those elements of GL( V) which preserve 
both the bilinear form and the quadratic form. 
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The above groups are the countable-dimensional nalogues of the more 
familiar finite dimensional classical groups. The reader requiring more 
information about the finite dimensional groups might consult, say, [ 1 ] 
or [a]. 
In one of the above situations, an ordered basis e “f = 
(e,: i-co)” (fj:j<o) (where * denotes concatenation of sequences) of V 
is called a normal basis if (ei, ej) = 0 = (fi, J;.) and (ej, J;.) = 6, for all i, j < o 
(where 6, is the Kronecker delta) and, moreover, if we are in case III, then 
Q(ei) = Q(h) = 0 for all i < o. We shall also refer to normal bases in the 
context of classical spaces of finite (necessarily even) dimension. 
As yet, we have no guarantee that the spaces and groups introduced 
above are well defined, because potentially there may be many inequivalent 
choices for the forms in each case. Indeed, for the finite dimensional 
orthogonal spaces (over finite fields) of even dimension there are two 
inequivalent classes of bilinear forms (the so-called + type, where there is 
a normal basis, and the - type: again, see Cl] of [2] for details). 
However, the following result (which can easily be deduced from the well- 
known results for the finite dimensional cases) gives us the required 
guarantee: 
THEOREM 1.1. Each of the classical spaces in I, IZ, 1111, III2 has a 
normal basis. 
Note that it follows that (with the additional assumption in I that the 
field 1F be finite) the classical spaces are u+categorical. 
Notation. From now on, V, equipped with a bilinear form ( , ) and 
possibly a quadratic form Q, will denote one of the classical spaces in I, II, 
or III, and G will denote its automorphism group, that is, the corre- 
sponding classical group. We fix on a particular normal basis e “f and 
consider V as a set of row vectors of order type o + u) and G as a group 
of (w + CD) x (w + o)-matrices acting on these row vectors. 
* : IF --, 5 is the map such that (v, w) = (w, v)* for all V, w E V, and 
-: 5 --) IF is the map such that (u, aw) = oS(u, w) for all a E IF and a, w E V. So 
in case I, tl* = --c( and C = a; in case II, CC* = ~4 and Cr = aq; in case III, 
a*=a and &=a. 
If X is a subset of V, then (X) denotes the subspace of I/ spanned by 
X We denote by XL the subspace (u E V: (x, U) = 0 for all XEX}. As 
usual, for subsets 1, Y of V, XI Y means that YE Xl. 
If H is a permutation group on a set X and Y is a subset of X, then 
H(.,={hEH:yh=yforallyEY) and H{.)= {~EH: Yh= Y). 
If H stabilises the set Y, then H Iyl denotes the permutation group induced 
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on Y by H, that is, the set of all permutations on Y which extend to 
elements of H. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let g E G, and consider g as an (o + o) x (co + w)-matrix. 
Then each column of g has only a finite number of non-zero entries. 
ProoJ Let ei g = ai and fi g = bi. Then a A b is a normal basis. It is clear 
that if we consider aj and bj as row-vectors with coordinate positions 
indexed by the e, and f;., then uj has a zero in coordinate ei if and only if 
(fi, aj) = 0. Write h= cj aiiaj+ cj pvbj (where obviously only a finite 
number of the aii and pij are non-zero). Then (fi, aj) = &, and so aj has a 
non-zero entry in column ei if and only if fiii# 0. This gives the desired 
result. 
Let M= M(o, F) be the ring of o x o-matrices (each row in a matrix 
having only a finite number of non-zero entries) with entries in IF, and let 
i@= @CD, F) be the subring consisting of those matrices in A4 in which 
every column has only a finite number of non-zero entries. Let L = i(w, iF) 
be the group of units in &. We remark that this is not the same thing as 
GL(o, F) n n^l. Note, however, that if g E L then gr, f (where T: h? -+ A? 
denotes the transpose operation), and moreover that (gr)-” = (g-l)‘. 
Let E= (e,: i<o) and F= (fi: i<o). A subspace Xof T/is said to be 
totaZly singular (or t.s. for short) if XEX~, and, moreover, in case III,, 
Q(x) =0 for all XEX (The first condition is really saying that X is totaZZy 
isotropic, but it is convenient to have a uniform terminology.) A subspace 
X is said to be a maximal totally singular (or, max. t.s.) subspace if there 
exists g E G such that Xg = E (in fact, every t.s. subspace is contained in a 
max. t.s. subspace, but we shall not need this). 
LEMMA 1.3. Consider G as a group of (co + co) x (o + co)-matrices. Then 
0) G{E} = G(E) M G{E){F), 
(ii) 
and in cases I, II, III1 
G(E) = : SE&(O, E) and’ ST== -S* , 
and in case III2 
SE A&co, Q, ST = S and the diagonal entries of S are zero . 
481/136/l-17 
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Proof The proof is a routine computation. Let g E GIEJ and 










then ABT=I, that is, B= (AT)-‘,’ and CBT+ (EC=)* =O. Thus 
and (CA-‘)== -(CA-‘)*. 
Reversing the above argument shows that any matrix of the shape 
where AEL(o, F), D E&(w, F), and DT= -D* preserves the form. So if 
we are not working in case III,, the lemma is proved. 
Suppose now that we are working in case III,. Then it remains to show 
that the matrices of the shape 
I 0 
g= D I ( ) 
where DT = D which preserve the quadratic form Q are precisely those 
where D has zeros on the diagonal. The quadratic form Q is preserved by 
g if and only if 
O=Q(fig)=Q(~+~d,ej)=d.., as required. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let D be a t.s. subspace of V such that V= E@ D. Then 
there exists a normal basis e”d of V such that d is a basis for D. 
ProoJ Let djrzDn((E,fi)-E) be such that (e,, di)= 1. 
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THEOREM 1.5. The classical group G is generated by GIEj and G{,). 
Proof. It suffices to show that the subgroup of G generated by GIEJ and 
GIFj is transitive on the max. t.s. subspaces. So by (1.4), it will be enough 
to prove the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1.6. If P, Q are max. t.s. subspaces with P/P n Q of finite dimen- 
sion, then there exists a max. t.s. subspace R such that P/P n R and Q/Q n R 
are of infinite dimension. 
LEMMA 1.7. If&I’ and M’ are max. t.s. subspaces with MyM” n M’ of 
infinite dimension, then there exists a max. t.s. subspace N such that 
V=M”@N=M1@N. 
The first of these is easy: take R to be a max. t.s. subspace complemen- 
tary to P. For the proof of the second, we require the following lemma on 
finite dimensional classical spaces. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let W be a classical space offinite dimension 2n which has 
a normal basis (so tf W is an orthogonal space, it must be of + type). Let 
X be a max. t.s. subspace and let Y, N be t.s. subspaces with N n Y = 
Nn X= (0) and dim(X/Xn Y) 2 2 dim(N) + 2. Let f E W be t.s. (that is, 
(f) is a t.s. subspace). Then there exists f’ E N’ which is t.s. and such that 
fE(N,f’)+X,and(N,f’)nX=(N,f’)nY=$O). 
Proof We may of course assume that f $ X+ N. 
Let E==(X,f)nN’. Then EqXnN’ (otherwise XnN’= 
(X,f)nN’ whence N+X=N+Xn(f)l and so X<ff’, which is 
impossible as X is max. ts.). Furthermore, note that En N = (01, for if not, 
let f”eEnN-{O), so f”E(X,f)-X, and thus (X,f>=(X,f”)< 
X + N, a contradiction. So E + N > Xn N’ + N. 
Let -:N’ + N’/N be the natural homomorphism. Then 9 is a classi- 
cal space (of the same type as W) of dimension 2(n - k), where k is the 
dimension of N. Now, dim(B) = 1 + dim(X7) = 1+ n - k. We compute 
p = dim(XTj(XTn z)) 
=dim((XnN’+YnN’+N)/((YnN’)+N)). 
Clearlydim(XnNI+YnN1+N) 3 dim(XnNL+YnNL) 2 n-k+ 
dim(YnNI)-dim(Xn Y). So ban-k+dim(YnNi)-dim(Xn Y)- 
(dim( Y n N l) + k) = dim(X/X n Y) - 2k, which by hypothesis is greater 
than 2. 
So far, we have shown that m is a hyperplane in E, and 6?? n 
Y n N’- is of codimension at least 2 in 3. The totally singular vectors 
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of i? which lie in ,?- 3 either constitute the whole of 8- s 
or form a coset in ,!? of a hyperplane of a. Thus there exists 7 E E 
whichis t.s. andF$%v%. Letf’+N=f’. Thenf’ENl and 
f' is t.s. Moreover (f, X)+ N3 (f’, X)+ N>X+ N (as fh; $X6?), 
and so f E (f ‘, X) + N. Finally, f’ $ X+ N and f’ $ Y + N, whence 
(N, f’) nX= (N, f’) n Y= (0). This proves the lemma. 
We can now finish the proof of Lemma 1.7. (The author is indebted to 
P. R. Hewitt for this part of the proof.) 
Let e”“fo and e1 “fr be normal bases of V such that e’ is a basis for M’. 
Let Ej= (ei,, . . . . ef:) and Xf:= (ef , . . . . ej, f i, . . . . fj). Note that we may 
choose these normal bases so that Ej/Ej. n (MD n M’) has dimension at 
least j/2. 
Let n( 1) < n(2) < . . . be a sequence such that n(j) B 2j + 4 and 
x:,1, < JG(,, -=c xi,,, < x:,4, < . . *. 
We construct a sequence No 6 N, 6 N2 < .. . of t.s. subspaces in the 
following way. Let 
No = {O), 
and at the m = 2k- E stage (where EE (0, l}) use Lemma 1.8 in X&) to 
find X;(,,,), > N, > N,- I such that 
f; E Nm + E&x,, 
Nm n E$,, = (O), 
Then N= Uieo Ni satisfies the requirements of (1.7). This concludes the 
proof of (1.7), and so finishes the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
2. SuncRouPs 0F SMALL INDEX 
Throughout this section, V will be one of the classical spaces of dimen- 
sion o listed in the first section, and G will denote the corresponding classi- 
cal group. Recall the definitions of &f, i, -, and * which preceded 
Lemma 1.2. Recall also that we have fixed on a particular normal basis e”f 
for V, and are considering G as a group of (w + o) x (o + o)-matrices with 
respect to this basis. 
In a series of lemmas, we prove: 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let H be a subgroup of G of index less than 2” in G, and 
suppose that 
H~:;i”i:W,]{fi:i<CO) = Sym({e,: i-cm}). 
Then H = G. 
As immediate corollaries of this we have: 
COROLLARY 2.2. G has no proper normal subgroups of index Iess 
than 2”. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The classical space V has the small index property; that 
is, tf H is a subgroup of index less than 2” in G, then there exists a finite 
dimensional subspace X of V such that H k GCxj. 
For the next lemma, consider the additive group fi(o, ff) s a module for 
E x L, the action being given by rn. (g, h) = g-‘mh (for mEi@ and 
g, h E i). 
LEMMA 2.4. i@ has no proper L x L-submodules of index less than 2”. 
Proof Let N be a submodule of i@ of index less than 2”. Let Z: be a 
family of 2” almost disjoint subsets of o, the union of any two of which is 
coinfinite in w. For SEC, let D, be the diagonal matrix with (DS)ii, the 
ith diagonal entry, being equal to 0 if i$ C and ‘1 if iG C. Then, by the 
pigeon-hole principle there exist S, TE Z (with S# T) such that 
(D,- DT) E N. This is a diagonal matrix with infinitely many diagonal 
entries being 1, infinitely many being 0, and infinitely many being - 1. 
Adding to (Ds - DT) suitable conjugates of itself by permutation matrices, 
we find that the identity matrix is in N. Thus t E N. It remains to observe 
that the additive group & is generated by f. Re-index {temporarily) the 
matrices by u) + UI instead of w and let g G i@. Then g = ($ g) where A, B, 
C, D are w x o-matrices (in &(o, IF)). Then g = (i f) + (-i _y) + (4 6) -I- 
(-3 -i) where I and 0 are the w x w identity and zero matrices. Each of 
the four matrices on the right-hand side of the equation is in L, so we have 
shown that N= &f, proving the lemma. 
Remark. The idea of using a large family of almost disjoint sets in 
conjunction with the pigeon-hole principle is taken from [3]. 
Consider E as acting (on the right) on a vector space E with basis 
e = (e,, e2, . ..). this being the basis with respect o which the matrices in L 
are being written. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let J be a moiety of CO (that is, an infinite and coinfinite 
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subset of co), and let W= (e,: iE J) and X= (5,: iqk J>. Let K be the sub- 
group of L generated by the subgroups L{ wI, L{,), and Sym( (ei: i < co}). 
Then K = E. 
Proof: We adapt the proof of the corresponding result in [4]. 
Say that a basis v = (z1i, v2, . ..) of E is acceptable if it lies in the i%orbit 
containing e. So v is acceptable if and only if the matrix with rows 
l 01, fJ2, . ..I is in t. We claim that if v is an acceptable basis, then there 
exists an acceptable basis y consisting of an infinite subset of e together with 
an infinite subset of v. Indeed, take it > 2 such that vr E (ei, . . . . e,) and 
exchange vr for one of the ei with id n. As v is acceptable, (e,, 1, e, +2, . ..) 
contains all but finitely many vi. Suppose vi E (e, + i, . . . . e, +, ) (for some i 
and some m > 2), and exchange vi for one of e, + i, . . . . e, + m. Continuing in 
this way, we build up the desired basis y. 
Write y = v’ “e’ where v’ is a moiety from v and e’ is a moiety from e. ,. 
Then KB Lc,,,>I. Let e” = e\e’ and v” = v\v’. Then there exists h E LI <ef> j 
such that (e”)h=v’. In particular, K>LfcV,>,. Let gEL be such that 
e”g = v’ and e’g = v”. Then v’h -rg = VI, so h - lg E K, whence g E K. This 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let H be a subgroup of t of index less than 2” which 
contains Sym( { ei: i < w }). Then H = f. 
Proof: Let Z be a family of 2” almost disjoint subsets of (o such that 
the union of any two elements of 2 is a moiety of o. Reorder the basis e 
so that it has order type o . o. Let A E L(o, F) (this is an o x o-matrix) 
and consider for SEC the matrix A, EL(o. o, [F) which is block-diagonal, 
with blocks of size w x o, the ith diagonal block being A if i E S and 1, the 
o x o identity matrix, if i # S. Thus A, E L. 
Using the pigeon-hole principle as in (2.4), we see that AJ r1 E H for 
some distinct S, TE C, and so as H contains all permutation matrices we 
can argue as in (2.4) to show that (t y) E H. 
Now think of L as (o + o) x (o + w)-matrices. The above shows that 
H> T= 
Let 
B= :A, CEL(O,F) and ME~(co, F) 
and 
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Then B = UN T, and this semidirect product is isomorphic to 
@CO, IF) >a (i(o, F) x L(o, F)), where J&CO, 5) is considered as a l(o, F) x 
L(o, IF) module as in (2.4). Now, H n U is a T-submodule of U of index 
less than 2”, and so it follows from (2.4) that U 6 H. Thus B < H, and now 
(2.5) shows that H = i. 
Let R d &(o, IF) be the set of matrices S such that ST= -S* if we are 
working in case I, II or III,, and if we are working in case III, then R is 
the set of matrices S in M such that ST= S and the diagonal entries of S 
are zero. So in any case, R is a subgroup of &’ and can be considered as 
an L-module with the action s . g = g*sg for g E i and s E R. Recall from 
(J.3) that Gy,){,) z i, and GCEjr R and GIEj r R>at where the action of 
L on R is that given above. 
LEMMA 2.1. R has no proper &ubmodule of index less than 2”. 
Prooj Let N be an i-submodule of R of index less than 2”. Arguing as 
in (2.6), one shows easily that any block-diagonal matrix in R with at least 
two infinite blocks lies in N (in other words, if g E R preserves a direct sum 
decomposition ( ei: i E J) 0 ( ei : i $ J) for some moiety J of o then g E N). 
Now let g E R. Then g (regarded as an o x w matrix) can be partitioned 
into finite blocks in the following way: 
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Let A, = 










0 0 0 0 
0 0 A2 0 
0 -AfT 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 . ..- 
0 0 
. . . 
A4 0 
0 . . . 
Then g = A, + A, and as AI, A, are block diagonal matrices with at least 
two infinite blocks, they lie in N. Thus g E N, and this concludes the proof 
of Lemma 2.7. 
We can now put the pieces together: 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First, note that HIEjiF1 is a subgroup of index 
less than 2” in GIEjCFj, and this is isomorphic to L. Furthermore, our 
hypotheses imply that H{,){,) induces the full symmetric group on the 
distinguished basis for E. Thus, by Lemma 2.6, we have that HC,)(,) = 
GIEj(Fj. It now follows from (1.3) and (2.7) that H{,) = GIE1. Now finally, 
(1.5) shows that H = G. This proves Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3. Suppose H is a normal subgroup of G 
of index less than 2@. Then HnGI,i,i,wjf~:i<,,) is normal and of index 
less than 2” in G1,i:i<o)Cfi:i<wl, which is isomorphic to Sym( {ei: i < o > ). 
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This has no proper normal subgroup of index less than 2”, and so 
Ha G+,: icm){f;: i<w), whence H = G by Theorem 2.1. 
To prove 2.3, note that if H is a subgroup of index less than 2” in G, then 
by [3], there exists an NE N such that Ha G (<ei,~:i<N>){P,:i~N}{fi:i~N}~ 
and the result follows by 2.1. 
3. THE STRONG SMALL INDEX PROPERTY 
Let I’ be one of the classical spaces listed in the first section, and let G 
be the corresponding classical group. The following is a sharpening of (2.3): 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a subgroup of index less than 2” in G. Then 
there exists a finite dimensional subspace X of V such that 
G,,,<HHGIxl. 
The above follows easily from Corollary 2.3 and the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A, B be finite dimensional subspaces of V. Then 
(G(A), G(B)) = G(A~BP 
This proposition is of interest in its own right. To a model theorist, it 
says that the classical space V has weak elimination of imaginaries (cf. 
[IO]). This property simplifies considerably the model-theoretic analysis of 
a structure. As an exercise for the interested model theorist, we state 
COROLLARY 3.3. No pseudoplane is interpretable in the classical space V. 
Of course, there is no a priori reason why one should prove a small index 
result before checking for weak elimination of imaginaries (that is, proving 
an analogue of (3.2)); however, in this case we make use of (2.1) in the 
proof of (3.2). 
Proof of 3.2. First, note that we may assume that A, B are non- 
degenerate and of even dimension (for there exist finite dimensional 
non-degenerate subspaces A’, B’ with A’ > A and B’ > B such that A n B = 
A’n B’). In case III we assume (also without loss of generality) that A, B 
are of + type. 
Case 1. A, B are disjoint. 
CLAIM. There exists a G (,,-conjugate B’ of B such that B I B’. 
Proof of Claim. Let e,, . . . . e,, fi, . . . . fn be a normal basis for A, and 
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extend this to a normal basis e^f for V. Let ul, . . . . u,., ul, . . . . v, be a normal 
basis for B, and suppose that B<A@(e,z+,, . . . . en+m,fn+l, . . . . fn+m). 
Write 
ui= 5 xijej+ 5 Xi(j+n)fjf 2 ycej+, 
j=l j=l j=l 
+ f Yi(j+m)fj+n for i= 1, . . . . r 
j=l 
and 
n n m 
vi--r= C Xijej+ C xi(j+n)fj+ C Yijej+, 
j=l j=l j=l 
m 
+ C Yi(j+m)fi+n for i = r + 1, . . . . 2r. 
j=i 
Consider vectors 
U:= i Xgej+ i Xi(j+n)fi+ f y;ej+, 
j=l j=l j=l 
+ 5 Yi(j+m).fj+n+ i Z,ien+,+j+ 2 Zi(j+*)fn+m+j 
j=l j=l j=l 
for i= 1, . . . . r and some t, 
and for i = r + 1, . . . . 2r 
v;-,= i x$iej+j$l xi(j+n)&+j!l Y>ej+, 
j=l 
+ IE Y:(j+m)fi+n+ i Z,ien+,+j+ i Zi(j+f)fn+m+j. 
j=l j=l j=l 
Assume that we are not in case III,. Then by Witt’s theorem, it is enough 
to show that we can choose y; and zii so that (a;, ~j) = 0 and (a;, uJ = 6, 
and (Ui, uJ) = (ui, al) = (vi, u;) = (vi, vj) = 0 for i, j< r. 
If X denotes the 2r x 2n matrix of the xii (etc.), and Q, denotes the 2s x 2s 
matrix 
0 Is 
( > I,* 0 ’ 
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then the above conditions are equivalent to solving the matrix equations 
XQnXT+ YQ,Y’T+ZQtZT=Qr 0) 
XQnXT+ YQmY)T=O. (ii) 
Notice that we have 
XQnBT+ YQ, FT= Qr. 
As A n B= (O}, Y is one-to-one, whence there is a 2m x 2r matrix Y, such 
that 
Put Y’= Y- Y2. Then from (iii) and (iv) we obtain (ii). For (i) we must 
find a 2r x 2t matrix 2 such that ZQIZT= S for some particular 2r x 2v 
matrix S with ST= S* (in fact, S= 2Q, - Y2Q, PT). This amounts to 
finding 2r vectors with specified inner products in a Zt-dimensional (non- 
degenerate) subspace of V. For sufficiently large t, this is clearly possible. 
To deal with case III,, in addition to the above, we must ensure that 
Q(u:) = Q(u;) = 0. Th is can be done by adjusting previously produced vec- 
tors (if necessary) by suitable non-singular vectors which are perpendicular 
to existing vectors. This establishes the claim in all cases. 
To conclude this case of the proof, note that by the claim above, 
(G,A,, G(B)) Z (G,,,, G,,.,), 
where B I B’ and B, B’ are non-degenerate. It follows easily from (2.1) that 
<G,B,, G(F)) = G. 
Case 2. A A B is non-degenerate. This is Case 1 in (A n B)‘. 
Case 3. C= (A n B)l n (A n B) # (O}. Write A n B = COD, where D 
is non-degenerate (that is, D n D’ = (0)). Then by working in D’, we may 
assume that D = (0); that is, A n B = C. 
Assume first that if we are in case III, then Q(C) = (0). Then C ‘/C has 
in a natural way the structure of a classical space of the same type as V 
itself, and the natural map 4: Gee) -+ Aut(Cl/C) is onto: indeed if T is 
a totally singular subspace with TO C non-degenerate, then GcTOC) is a 
complement o ker 4 in G(,, and $( G(,, c,) = Aut( Cl/C). Choose such 
a ts. subspace T with Tn {A, B) = (0). Then 
<G(<,,,>,, G(<B,T>)) = G(cons by Case 2. 
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Let E= CO T and H= (G,,,, G,,,). Let K = ker 4. We show 
(a) H n K g Z(K), the centre of K; 
(b) any proper G(,,-invariant subgroup of K is contained in Z(K). 
(It follows easily from these that H> K and so as H> GcEj, we have 
H = Gee,, as required.) 
Let e,, e2, . . ..fl.f2, . . . be a normal basis for I/ with (e,, . . . . e,) = T and 
(fi, . . . . f,) = C. With this ordered as el, . . . . e,, fi, ,.., f,, e,, 1, . . . . fn+ 1, . . . a 
typical matrix in K looks like 
I s LA4 
0 z 00 
! i 
0 -APT I 0 ’ 
0 -ET 0 I 
where S is an n x n matrix, L and M are n x o matrices, and 
Write the above matrix as [S, L, M]. Then 
[S,L,M][S’,L’,M’]=[S+s-LM’*T-M~T,L+L’,M+M’]. 
Clearly, 2 = { [S, 0, 0] : S* + ST = O> is a central subgroup, and in fact, 
A’= Z(K). (Note that in III, we also require that the diagonal entries of S 
in [S, 0, 0] be zero.) 
With the basis ordered as above, a typical element of GcE) looks like 
and we write this simply as (“, i). One th en calculates that conjugation by 
elements of GcEJ g ives rise to the following action: 
= [S, LA + MC, LB+ MD]. 
It is now easy to verify (b) (for example, one can check that the Frattini 
subgroup @3(K) = Z(K) and GcE) acts irreducibly on K/@(K)). 
For (a), notice that as H 3 GcE) and H < Gee, = K >a GcE), we have that 
H=HnKxG(,,. So if Hn K< Z, then H stabilises TO C and so any 
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element of T lies in a finite H-orbit. But Tn (A n B) = (O), and 1-13 GfA), 
and this is clearly absurd. 
The remaining case to consider is III, where C, = {c E C : Q(c) = O> # C. 
In this case, C1 is a hyperplane in C. I claim that it is enough to settle 
the case where C1 = (0): Let T1 be a t.s. subspace such that 
T, n <A, B) = (O), and El = T1 (33 C1 is non-degenerate. Then Et A C has 
dimension 1, and equals (c) = ( T1, A) n (T,, B) n E :. So assuming 
that the case C1 = (0) can be handled, we have NcE1) = G(,,,(<,>,. Now 
G cc,) = KI YJ Gw where K, is the kernel of the map Gcclj -+ G[$cl}, as 
above, and one calculates that G(,,= Gcclj(<,>) = K1(<,>, x1 GcEljccc)). It is 
now possible to show that H= G(,,, exactly as before. 
So to finish the proof, we examine the case III, with A n B = C= (v) 
where Q(v) = 1. Let v’ be such that v’$ (A, B), Q(v’) = E # 0, and 
(v, v’) = 1. Let L = G,,,,,, and a = (v’g: g E L}. As before, we know that 
(G,,,, G,,,) = H3 L,,,,,,. Clearly H $ Gf,u,,r,l and so it will be enough to 
show that the only subgroup lying between L and L,,,>, is Li<v,>,<uj+v>i. 
As usual, this is done by examining the L-orbits on s2 x 52. These are 
I= ((u, u) : 2.4 E sz}; 
A,={(u,u+v):ad2); 
It is then enough to show that each relation A, is connected (for CI # co). 
Let u, we!2 and (u, w)=p. We can find y such that (w, y)=j?, YE (u, v)’ 
and Q(y)=a2+cr. Set Z=W+U+ y. Then av+zl+ y=av+w-tz~ 
A,(u) n A,(w). This finishes the proof. 
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